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Abstract
While menu interfaces are ubiquitous in modern
technology they are often tedious and frustrating.
Current dialogue technology can straightforwardly
implement menu structures but the effect can be
even more tedious since the user is forced to use the
natural and efficient modality of speech in a very
unnatural way descending the menu structure one
node at a time. GoDiS, an experimental dialogue
system implemented using the T RINDI K IT, offers
the possibility of allowing the user to present several pieces of relevant information at one time or to
present information in the order in which the user
finds most natural.

1 Introduction
Much of our interaction with automated task oriented systems
is currently menu driven1. For example, an automated system
to book a cinema ticket can involve first choosing the city,
then the film, the cinema and the time. Current technology
using a telephone interface involves listening to a number options and responding by pressing a number. An example of a
more complex menu structure is present in the programming
facilities of mobile phones where the menu can be viewed as
a tree structure which the user has to descend starting at the
root node.
While menu interfaces are ubiquitous in modern technology they are often tedious and frustrating. Current dialogue
technology can straightforwardly implement menu structures
but the effect can be even more tedious since the user is forced
to use the natural and efficient modality of speech in a very
unnatural way descending the menu structure one node at a
time. GoDiS, an experimental dialogue system implemented
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using the T RINDI K IT, offers the possibility of allowing the
user to present several pieces of relevant information at one
time or to present information in the order in which the user
finds most natural. This means that users can use their own
conception of the knowledge space and not be locked to that
of the designer of the system.
We first introduce GoDiS and the type of information state
it uses. We then introduce the concepts of question and task
accommodation, and define the kind of dialogue plans used
by GoDiS. The relation between menus and dialogue plans
is then examined, and some dialogue plans used by GoDiS
in the mobile phone interface domain are presented. Finally,
some sample dialogues demonstrate the use of question and
task accommodation in menu-based dialogue in GoDiS.
In this paper we present the ideas behind the adaption of
GoDiS to the mobile phone interface domain, and more generally to domains involving menu-based interfaces. The paper is thus of a theoretical rather than practical nature, and
we have not yet evaluated the GoDiS system in this domain.
Also, since the topic of the paper is how menus can be used
in dialogue management, we do not discuss general issues
concerning dialogue systems, such as speech.

2 Information state in GoDiS
The techniques described in this paper have been implemented in GoDiS[Bohlin et al., 1999], an experimental dialogue system initially adapted for the travel agency domain but later adapted for several other domains, including
mobile phone interface. GoDiS is implemented using the
T RINDI K IT[Larsson and Traum, 2000; Larsson et al., 2000],
a toolkit for experimenting with information states and dialogue move engines and for building dialogue systems.
The notion of information state we are putting forward here
is basically a version of the dialogue game board which has
been proposed by Ginzburg [Ginzburg, 1998]. We represent
information states of a dialogue participant as a record of the
type shown in figure 1.
The main division in the information state is between information which is private to the agent and that which is shared
between the dialogue participants. The private part of the information state contains a PLAN field holding a dialogue plan,
i.e. is a list of dialogue actions that the agent wishes to carry
out. The AGENDA field, on the other hand, contains the short
term goals or obligations that the agent has, i.e. what the
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Figure 1: The type of information state we are assuming
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Table 1: Relevant answers to questions
agent is going to do next. We have included a field TMP that
mirrors the shared fields. This field keeps track of shared
information that has not yet been grounded, i.e. confirmed
as having been understood by the other dialogue participant.
The SHARED field is divided into three. One subfield is a set
of propositions (commitments) which the agent assumes for
the sake of the conversation (COM). The other subfield is for
a stack of questions under discussion (QUD). These are questions that have been raised and are currently under discussion
in the dialogue. The LU field contains information about the
latest utterance.
We define update rules for updating the information state
based on the recognised move(s). The rules are defined
in terms of preconditions and effects on the information
state; the effects are a list of operations to be executed
if the preconditions are true. As an example, the update rule for integrating an answer (a simplified version
of Ginzburg’s QUD downdate rule) is shown below.
QUD-downdate
member( SHARED . LU . MOVES, answer( * ) )
fst( SHARED . QUD, + ),
PRE : )
domain : answer to( +-,.* )
pop( SHARED . QUD )
reduce( +-,.*/,.0 )
EFF : )
add( SHARED . COM, 0 )

Dialogue participants can address questions that have not
been explicitly raised in the dialogue. In such cases, coherence is preserved if the agent is able to find a question which
is relevant at that point in the dialogue which can then be accommodated onto the QUD.
The update rule for question accommodation, QuAcc,
is shown below. When interpreting the latest utterance by
the other participant, the system makes the assumption that
it was an answer move with content 1 . This assumption
requires accommodating some question 2 such that 1 is
a  relevant answer to 2 . The check operator “answer-to(
1 2 )” is true if 1 is a relevant answer to 2 given the
current information state, according to some (possibly
domain-dependent) definition of question-answer relevance.
RULE :

6
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RULE :

Informally, if the user just performed an “answer” move
with content 1 , and there is a question 2 topmost on QUD
such that 1 is
 an answer to 2 , pop 2 off the QUD and add the
proposition (obtained by 3 -reduction) to the shared beliefs.
There is a corresponding rule QUD-update for updating the
QUD when a question is asked, by pushing it on top of QUD.

3 Question and task accommodation
On of the techniques we have investigated in GoDiS is a notion of accommodation based on an information update perspective on Lewis’ notion of accommodation [Lewis, 1979].

45

PRE :

EFF :

8

QuAcc
member( SHARED . LU . MOVES, answer( * ) ),
val( SHARED . LU . SPEAKER, usr ),
member( PRIVATE . PLAN, raise( + ) )
domain : answer to( */,.+ )

del( PRIVATE . PLAN, raise( + ) )
push( SHARED . QUD, + )

Since the question-answer relation is crucial to the concept
of question and task accommodation, we provide table 1 indicating the relevant answers to different types of questions.
Question accommodation presupposes that the system has
a plan where it can search for questions to accommodate.
However, in some cases (e.g. the beginning of a dialogue) the
system does not have a plan containing a suitable question.
In this case, if the user makes an utterance containing
information which can be interpreted as an answer in the
domain, the system has to find a plan containing matching
questions. The domain knowledge contains plans for various
tasks that the system can perform. What it needs to do is
take the user’s utterance and try to match it against questions
in the plan types in its domain knowledge. When it finds a
suitable match it will accommodate the task corresponding
to the matching plan by adding a proposition indicating the
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Table 2: Conversion of menus into dialogue plans
task to the shared beliefs. This done by the TaskAcc rule.
This rule also puts the inferred plan in the PLAN field.
RULE :

8

PRE :
EFF :

8

TaskAcc
member( SHARED . LU . MOVES,  
)
domain : match task(  
,, 0 

 )

add( SHARED . COM, task( ) )
set( PRIVATE . PLAN, 0   )

4 Dialogue plans
In this section, we introduce a simple formalism for representing dialogue plans. The following constructs are used:

 1 , where 1 is an action to be executed
 exec(  ), where  is a task to be executed
    "####  $
  (  "###   $

, where
is a list of
plan constructs to be executed in sequence


), where is a proposition and 1 is
a plan construct; if
is in SHARED . COM, execute 1 .
(Free variables in the proposition may become bound
when checking SHARED . COM; these binding are preserved in 1 but not outside the if then construct.)

 case( (  (    ), (  " 


!

done by asking a question to the user, i.e. by performing
an ask move. The proposition resulting from answering
the question is stored in shared.com. The findout
action is not removed until the question has been answered.

 raise( 2 ): raise the question 2 . This is always done

Once the system has accommodated the task and found the
plan it can accommodate the QUD with the relevant question
and proceed with the interpretation of ellipsis in the normal
fashion. Accommodating the dialogue plan in this way actually serves to drive the dialogue forward. That is, the mechanism by which the agent interprets this ellipsis, gives him a
plan for a substantial part of the rest of the dialogue.
When the system is given one or several answer-moves
matching more than one plan, the system will ask the user to
clarify what the user wants. For example, in the phone interface
 domain several plans contain the question “What name?”
(
name( )), so if the user just provides an answer (e.g. by
saying “Jim”), the system will ask “What do you mean by
that? Do you want to search the phonebook, add a new number, change a name, delete a name, or assign a ringing tone?”.

 if then(  1

 findout( 2 ): find the answer to 2 . This is usually

 $  $
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plan constructs;
holds, execute
; else, if
 if
holds, execute , etc. ; else, execute .

The available actions related to dialogue moves are the following:

by asking a question to the user, i.e. by performing an
ask move. The proposition resulting from answering
the question is stored in shared.com. The raise
action is removed as soon as it has been integrated.

 respond( 2 ): respond to question 2 . If is an answer to 2 in the PRIVATE . BEL field, perform an answer move. If there is no such answer, the system will
respond by saying that no answer is available.

 inform(  ): perform an inform move with content

.

There are also actions for accessing resources such as databases and external devices. These actions may be domainspecific. In the mobile phone system the resource-related actions include:

 lookup database( 2 ): using the information currently in SHARED . COM, try to find the answer to question 2 in the database and store it in PRIVATE . BEL. (If
there is no answer to 2 , the database query will return
failed.)

 call( " ): call telephone number " .
 assign tone( " #%$ , '&)( $ ): assign ringing tone
$
#%$
$
'&)( to name "
. (This causes
'&)( to be used
#%$
as a ringing tone whenever "
is calling from the
number specified in the phonebook)

5 From menu to dialogue
Menus can be translated into dialogue plans using a fairly
simple schema. We assume menu interfaces consist of (at
least) the following elements:

 multi-choice lists, where the user specifies one of several
choices

 dialogue windows, where the user enters requested information using the keyboard

 tick-box, which the user can select or de-select



findout( ?task(search phonebook), ?task(service number),
?task(add entry), ?task(erase),
?task(edit),
%
?task(assign tone) ),
case( ( task(search phonebook), exec(search phonebook) ),
( task(service number), exec(service number) ),
( task(add entry), exec(add entry) ),
( task(erase), exec(erase) ),
( task(edit), exec(edit) ),

( task(assign tone), exec(ringtone) )
Figure 2: Toplevel phonebook plan
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Figure 3: Plan for searching the phonebook

S: What can I do for you?
U:(silence)
S: Do you want to go to the phonebook, to messages, to clock, to calculator or to games?
U:Phonebook
S: Do you want to search, add a new entry, erase an entry, change an
entry, or assign a ringing tone?
U:Search
S: What name?
U:Jim
S: The number is 548435. Do you want to make a call?
U:Yes
S: Calling Jim.

Figure 4: Sample dialogue with menu traversal

S: What can I do for you?
U:Jim
S: OK. Do you want to search, add a new entry,
delete an entry, edit an entry,
or give a ringing tone ?
U:Assign tone
S: Which tone?
U:Bossanova
S: The ringing tone for Jim is now bossanova.





task( ))]
[ask(
[answer(jim)]
[ask( ?task(search phonebook),
?task(add entry), ?task(erase),
?task(edit),

?task(assign tone) )
[answer(assign
tone)]
 
[ask(
tone( ))]
[answer(name(jim))]
[inform(ringing tone(jim, bossanova))]

Figure 5: Sample dialogue with task and question accommodation

S: What can I do for you?
U:Call Jim
S: The number is 548435. Calling Jim.





[ask(
task( ))]
[answer(call), answer(name(jim))]
[answer(number(548435)), inform(call(jim))]

Figure 6: Sample dialogue with task and question accommodation

 pop-up messages containing information from the system
The correspondence between menu elements and plan constructs is shown in table 2.
(For alternative questions, it is sometimes a good idea to
first raise a wh-question (e.g. “What can I do for you?”) to
allow the user to answer this question without having to hear
all the alternatives. Only if this does not succeed will it be
necessary to ask the alternative-question.)
For example, the phonebook menu consists of a multipleAdd entry,
choice list Search, Service Nos.,

Erase, Edit, Assign tone . This corresponds to
the plan in figure 2.
The menu for searching the phonebook consists of
1. a dialogue window asking for a name
2. a pop-up message giving the number
3. a choice to call or not call the person
4. if a call is made, a pop-up message
This menu can be translated to the plan in figure 3, using
the translation schema and some additional plan components,
including a database search. We aim at eventually being able
to translate menus into dialogue plans automatically, possibly
using XML markup of menus and dialogue plans.

6 Sample dialogues
In the simplest type of dialogue, the user traverses the menu
step by step by answering system questions, as in figure 4.
In figures 5 and 6, we see two sample dialogues where the
user provides information forcing the system to do task and
question accommodation. The dialogue in 5 also contains
a clarification question from the system regarding what task
the user wants the system to perform. The tasks asked
 about
are all tasks whose plan contain the question
name( )
(“What name?”).

7 Conclusion
Information-seeking systems are similar in many ways to
menu-driven systems; basically, the user needs to give the
system certain information which enables to system to perform its task - booking a ticket, providing price information,
making a call etc. Therefore, the techniques developed for
information-seeking dialogue apply also to menu-driven systems.
GoDiS, an experimental dialogue system implemented using the T RINDI K IT, offers the possibility of allowing the user
to present several pieces of relevant information at one time
or to present information in the order in which the user finds

most natural (either in speech or written interfaces). The system will request information that is missing. If information
presented by the user is relevant to a specific branch of the
menu system then the system will be able to jump directly
to that branch without requiring the user to step through all
the intervening nodes. If the user does not know what to do
the system can present the options. This means that users can
use their own conception of the knowledge space and not be
locked to that of the designer of the system.
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